
This home learning task covers:

•Capital Letters

•Full stops

•Commas

•Apostrophes

•Colons

•Brackets

Functional Skills

English

Writing



We will demonstrate where to use correct 

punctuation by…

Completing worksheets

 Taking part in group discussions

Correcting someone else’s work

Writing a paragraph in our own words



Full stop .

Comma ,

Apostrophe ‘

Colon :

Semi – colon ;

Brackets ( )



Capital letters are used:

At the beginning of sentences

 For place names

 For peoples names

 For the word “I”

 For names of films

 For names of things

 For initials



Sally asked if I would play tennis with her 

this weekend.

I would like to go to London.

My favourite football team is Manchester 

United

My favourite film is ‘The Godfather’



1. susie went to liverpool for the day to see 

her favourite band, ‘the wombats’.

2. it cost me £25 to get the train to sussex

with jasmine.

3. i went to australia to visit my aunt and 

uncle.

4. my favourite book is ‘twilight’.

5. i love to go shopping in milton keynes

because the shopping centre is amazing!



Full stops are used at the end of a sentence.

Complete sentences

John kicked the ball.

Simon went to the shop to buy some chocolate.

The dog chased the cat around the garden.

Incomplete sentences

John kicked

The dog chased

Simon went to the



On the next slide you will see a news article 

that was written regarding the tragic 

shootings that happened in Norway.

Read through the article and insert full stops 

and capital letters in the appropriate 

places.



many sought shelter in buildings as shots echoed 
across the island that was hosting the annual 
camp for the youth wing of the Labour Party, the 
dominant force in politics since World War Two 
others fled into the woods or tried to swim to 
safety

stoltenberg said he knew many of the victims 
personally "I know the young people and I know 
their parents," he said

“and what hurts more is that this place where I 
have been every summer since 1979, and where I 
have experienced joy, commitment and security, 
has been hit by brutal violence -- a youth 
paradise has been transformed into a hell"

“what happened at Utoeya is a national 
tragedy," he said "Not since World War Two has 
our country seen a greater crime"



Many sought shelter in buildings as shots echoed 
across the island that was hosting the annual 
camp for the youth wing of the Labour Party, the 
dominant force in politics since World War Two. 
Others fled into the woods or tried to swim to 
safety.

Stoltenberg said he knew many of the victims 
personally. "I know the young people and I know 
their parents," he said.

"And what hurts more is that this place where I 
have been every summer since 1979, and where I 
have experienced joy, commitment and security, 
has been hit by brutal violence -- a youth 
paradise has been transformed into a hell."

"What happened at Utoeya is a national 
tragedy," he said. "Not since World War Two has 
our country seen a greater crime."


